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This paper is a continuation of [9] in which the theory of profinite duality groups 
was established. The basic tools of this work are the two functors H*(G, -) and 
H,(G, -1 defined as derived functors of the two functors Horn z,[t,&Zp, -) and 
-6, Z, applied to the category of left discrete p-primary Z,[[G]]-modules and 
right pseudocompact Z,[[G]]-modules respectively. A good presentation of these 
functors and categories is found in [5]. 
A profinite group G is a profinite duality group with respect to p of dimension n 
(written Da-group) if there is a pseudocompact Z,[[G]]-module (hereafter written 
G-module), C, and e E H,, (G, C) such that the induced cap-product morphism 
Pn-:Hk(G,A)+Hn-k(G, CBA) 
is a topological isomorphism for all finite discrete p-primary G-modules, A, and all 
k z 0. In this paper we show that the connection between profinite duality groups and 
discrete duality groups at times, goes beyond analogy. For example, we prove: 
Theorem. Let G be a discrete Poincare’duality group of dimension n. If G is good, then 
e, the profinite completion of G, is a D,“-group for every prime p. 
The key to this study is the idea of “good groups”. These were first defined by Serre 
in [ll]. In Section 1 we review the known results of good groups and exhibit many 
new examples useful to our study. In Section 2 we use the theory of good groups to 
compare discrete duality groups which are good with their profinite and pro-p 
completions. In Section 3 we briefly study amalgamated products of profinite duality 
groups to establish some results used in Sections 1 and 2. 
* This paper is-part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis. The work on this thesis was financially assisted by the 
National Research Council of Canada and the Canada Council. The author wishes to thank his supervisor, 
Professor Luis Ribes. for his assistance during the preparation of the thesis. 
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1. 
We recall a few facts about profinite completions. Let %’ be a class of finite groups 
which is subgroup-, quotient-, and extension-closed and I%] be the set of primes 
which are factors of the orders of members of %. Let G be a discrete group. The pro-%’ 
completion ofG is the group G =h(G/ U) where the inverse limit is taken over all 
normal subgroups U such that G/ U E V. At various times we will specify the class V 
but will continue to use the notation 6. If H is a profinite group, Csrg” will denote 
the category of discrete torsion H-modules where the prime factors of the orders of 
elements of members of Cz%” are exactly the primes of I%] where % is any class of 
finite groups as described previously. C$$“’ will denote the subcategory of finite 
members of C$%” and PC’:’ will denote the category of pseudocompact Zl,,[[H]]- 
modules where 
When %? is the class of finite groups (finite p-groups) we write CL (Cg:“‘), 
C’, (Cg’), and PC, (PCR) respectively. 
Definition 1.1. A discrete group G is called %,-good (%-good) if H”(d, A) = 
Hk (G, A) for all k s n (k b 0) and all A E Cg;llg” and the isomorphism is induced by 
the morphism G + G. 
In case % is the class of all finite groups (all finite p-groups) and G is %-good we 
simply say G is good (p-good). The concept of good groups was introduced by J.-P. 
Serre in [ll, p. I-151. He shows that G is %,-good for n 20 if and only if for any 
xEH’(G,M),O<kcn,MECd ,t f ‘Q’) here is a subgroup Go of G, the inverse image 
of an open subgroup of G such that the image of x in Hk (Go, M) under the 
restriction map is zero. Serre calls this eondition, D,. 
Proposition 1.2. Let G be a discrete group. G is %,-good if and only if 
limGILrsq Hk (U, -) = 0,O < k s n, when applied to the category CfJi”‘. Moreover, all 
groups are WO- and %‘I-good. 
Proof. The only if implication is immediate. Suppose G satisfies D,. Let U be a 
subgroup of G such that G/ U E % and x E Hk (U, M) for some k such that 0 < k c n 
and ME Cz”‘. By Exercise 2.6(d) in [ll, p. I-151, U also satisfies D, and so there 
exists VS U such that x E Hk (U, M) maps to 0 in Hk ( V, M). Let V’ = f&GIU Vg. 
Since V’ c V c U, x maps to 0 in H”( V’, M) as well. Moreover, V’a G and so it 
remains to show G/V’ E V. However, this is straight-forward using the Second 
Isomorphism Theorem and the closure properties of %‘. 
Serre points out that all groups are %&-groups. To show all groups are Vi-groups, 
let x E H’(G, M), ME C!-$@“. Since M is a e-module, there is an open normal 
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subgroup 0 c G such that M is a trivial &module. Let U be the inverse image of u 
in G, then M is a trivial U-module and we can map x E H’(G, M) to ff E H’( U, M) = 
Hom( U, M). Moreover, G/U E %’ since G/U 3 G/o. Certainly .i! maps to 0 in 
Hom(ker f, M) and since ME C2%” and V contains all finite abelian groups whose 
orders have only prime factors which come from 1%1, ME %‘. Therefore U/ker f E V 
and we are reduced to the situation in the first part of the proposition. Hence there is 
a normal subgroup V4 G such that V E ker f and G/ V E ‘S. Clearly x E H’(G, M) 
induces 0 in H’( V, M) and since G/ V E %‘, V is the inverse image of its closure in G. 
Brown, [4], has shown that all discrete duality groups are En-groups; i.e. groups 
with a projective resolution of 2 having each projective finitely generated. The class 
of discrete F&groups is closed with respect to taking subgroups of finite index (and as 
Serre has shown, so is the class of V-groups). As well, it is well-known that the class of 
FP-groups is extension-closed. A special case of Exercise 2, in [ll, p. I-161, is that if 
N * G--w Q is a short exact sequence of discrete groups such that N and Q are good 
groups and N is an FP-group, then G is a good group. Hence we have: 
Proposition 1.3. The class of discrete good FP-groups is closed under the taking of 
subgroups of finite index and under the taking of extensions. 
Corollary 1.4. The class of discrete good duality groups is closed under the taking of 
subgroups of finite index and under the taking of extensions. 
We now wish to show that under certain conditions amalgamated products of 
%,-good (%-good) groups are Y&-good (V-good) and later to show that these 
conditions can be applied to the case of duality groups. Let H and K be two pro-V 
groups with common closed subgroup L. Ribes, in [lo], defines the pro-59 group 
1.5 HLI& ==l$(H*&/N) 
(where H *‘K is the ordinary amalgamated product of H and K over L and N is any 
subgroup of H *L K such that H *LK/N E % and N n H and N n K are open in H 
and K respectively) to be the pro-%amalgamatedproductofHandKoverL provided 
the canonical morphisms 
H+HLILK and K-HULK 
are both monomorphisms. The group H&K is definable by means of 1.5 regardless 
of whether it may be considered as a pro-‘% amalgamated product or not. Hence 
begging the question of its existence as an amalgamated product we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 1.6. Let A and B be two discrete groups with common subgroup H. If I? -A 
and&H& thenAt,B=aLI&. 
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Proof. The diagram 
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H-A 
is a pushout in the category of groups. It is well-known that the pro-V completion 
functor has a right adjoint and hence preserves pushouts. Hence 
1.7 
is a pushout in the category of pro-% groups. Now the canonical maps a + aII& 
and fi + AU& agree on I? and so there is a map A ;HB*AI_@ extending these 
maps since 1.7 is a pushout. If N is any open normal subgroup of AI_I&, the 
sequence 
is an onto morphism from A *FIB to (AI.I&)/N and hence the image of A *HB is 
dense in &I,& so that LY is an onto morphism as well. On the other hand, the 
diagram 
is a pushout in the category of discrete groups so there exists a map a *& to A t,B 
which extends to a map /3:aII& + A i,B. In order to show that a is a manic 
morphism it suffices to show p OCY is the identity on A GHB. But to do this it is enough 
to show that p OCY is the identity on the image of A *.LIB in A jHB since A i,B is a 
Hausdorff topological space. This is done by a simple diagram chase of the appro- 
priate diagram. 0 
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Corollary 1.8. If A and B are discrete groups with common subgroup H such that 
I$wi and A-6, then ALI& exists if and only if 
a-AjHB and &++ASHB. 
Proof. From the theorem, AI.& = A GHB and the corollary follows immediately 
from the definition of existence of a pro-V amalgamated product. Cl 
We are now in a position to make some statements about the “goodness” of 
amalgamated products. 
Theorem 1.9. Let A and B be discrete groups with common subgroup H, A*.& 
fi~&~~AA~Bandl?~AA~B, then 
(i) if A and B are %,,-good (%-good), then His %,-,-good (%-good) if and only if 
A *HB is %,,-good (W-good); 
(ii) if Hand A *HB are %,,-good (%-good), then so are A and B. 
Proof. We prove (i) for the case of %,-goodness. The remainder of (i) and (ii) are 
proved similarly. By our hypothesis ALI& exists and is isomorphic to A ~HB. Hence 
we have two amalgamated products-A eHB and dII,.$? - and associated with 
these, two Mayer-Vietoris sequences in cohomology (for the former see, for 
example, [7, p. 2211 and for the latter see [6, Theorem l.l?]) so that for any finite 
discrete A g,B-module, M, we have the following commutative diagram 
-Hk-‘(H, M) -+H’(A *,+B,M) -Hk(A,M)@Hk(B,M) -H’(H,M)- 
1.1O jhZ /_& 1 n’@b’ 1 h’ 
+ Hk-‘(fi, M) --* Hk(A &B, M) --) Hk(A, M) 0 Hk(& M) --, HkU+, M) - 
If A and B are %,-good and H is %‘,,_i-good, then h’is an isomorphism in dimensions 
up to and including n - 1 and a monomorphism in dimension n [ll, p. I-151 while 
a’Ob’ is an isomorphism in dimensions up to and including n and so (a *hb)’ is an 
isomorphism in dimensions up to and including n and A *HB is em-good. 
Suppose now that A *FIB, A and B are %:,-good. Clearly, from diagram 1.10, foi 
every discrete AG,B-module, M, h’ is an isomorphism in dimensions up to and 
including n - 1. The proof is completed by the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.11. Let H s G be discrete groups such that I? H 6 and Hk(& X) = 
Hk(H, X) for all k s n and all X E C’$%“, then His %,-good. 
Proof. Every X E C$%” can be embedded, as an @-module, in some X’E Cz%“. If 
IX) = s and U is an open normal subgroup of A such that X” =X, there is an open 
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normal subgroup V of G such that V n H E U and without loss of generality we can 
assume V n fi = U (otherwise replace U by V n I?). Now one can let 
X’=.z/sZ(6’/ V)OA”,“X 
so that the embedding X-X’ is given by XH 10x. The lemma is proved by 
induction on k and the fact that if H is Wk-good for some k, then 
Hk+‘(fi, X)*Hk+*(H, X) for all XE C$“’ (see [ll, p. I-151). tl . Cl 
Corollary 1.12. Let A, B and Hbe discrete groups satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 
1.9. 
(ii 11 A and B are %:,-good FP-groups, then A *HB is a %,-good FP-group if and 
only if H is a %,_1 -good FP-group. 
(ii) If H and A *HB are %,-good FP-groups then so are A and B. 
Proof. The proof follows from the theorem and Theorem 2.3 in [3]. Cl 
A question raised by Ribes in [lo] asks if it is possible to construct profinite 
amalgamated products that do not exist. The answer to this question is known to be 
yes but Corollary 1.8 gives a method for constructing such examples, although on the 
surface, the problem does not appear to be much easier translated to discrete groups. 
Suppose H, K and L are discrete groups and L is a subgroup of H and K. Suppose 
also that % is now the class of all finite groups and so G is the profinite completion of 
G. If we know L^ w R and i H fi then to find examples of profinite amalgamated 
products which do not exist it is sufficient, by Corollary 1.8, to find examples of 
discrete groups H, K and L satisfying the above conditions but such that either R or 
fi does not embed in K jL H. 
2. 
A discrete group, G, is a duality group of dimension n if there is a G-module C and 
e E H,, (G, C) such that the cap-product morphism 
-n-:H,(G, C)xH’(G, B)-,N,_,(G, COB) 
induces an isomorphism 
e n-: H’(G, B)+ Hn-i(G, COB) 
for all G-modules, B, and all i 2 0. In [l] it is shown that a discrete group, G, is a 
duality group of dimension n if and only if cd G = n, Hk (G, Z(G)) = 0 for k # n and 
is torsion-free in dimension n, and G is an FP-group (i.e. a discrete group with a 
projective resolution of Z in which all projectives are finitely generated). 
A profinite group, G, is a duality group (in p) of dimension n (written Dz-group) if 
there is a pseudocompact Z,[G1]-module, C, and e E H,(G, C) such that the cap 
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product morphism induces a topological isomorphism 
en-:H’(G,B)+H,_,(G, COB) 
for all B E C(d” and all i 2 0. In both cases the G-module COB has a diagonal 
action (cOb)g = cg@g-‘b. 
There are several immediate facts that can be deduced from the definition of a 
profinite duality group. In particular; cd, G = n, G is an FL-group, (i.e. a profinite 
group in which Hk(G, A) is finite for all k and all A E C!$“, H”(G, Z,[GJ) = C, 
among others (see [9]). A characterization of profinite duality groups is the 
following: 
Proposition 2.1([9, Proposition 3.61). A profinite group G is a Di-group if and only if 
the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) cd, G = n, 
(ii) G is an FL-group, 
(iii) Hk(G, Z,[GII) = 0 fork # n, 
(iv) H” (G, Z,[ GJ) is torsion-free as an abelian group. 
In what follows let V be the class of finite p-groups and G the pro-p completion of 
G. 
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a discrete group of cohomblogical dimension 2. G is p-good 
if and only if cd,, G c 2 and H2(G, Z/pZ) = H’(G, Z/pZ). 
Proof. If G is p-good then H’(e, Z/pZ) = H3(G, Z/pZ) = 0 and it is well-known 
that in the case of pro-p groups H3(&, Z/pZ) = 0 implies cd,, G s 2. Conversely, 
suppose our hypothesis is satisfied. Since we know G is p1 -good (see Proposition 1.2) 
we need show H2( 6, M) = H’(G, M) for any M E Cz”. It is well-known that every 
ME Csp’ has a composition series whose factors are all Z/pZ with trivial G-action 
and so by induction we assume H’(e:, X) = H2( G, X) for all X E Cz“’ such that 
1X(< (MI. There is a short exact sequence of G-modules 
X ++M-wZ/pZ 
which yields the following commutative diagram 
. . . - H’(G, X) - H*(G, M) - H2(G, Z/pZ) - 0 
II II 
. . . - H2& X) -Hz&, M) A H’(e, Z/pZ) - 0 
the map, (Y, is an isomorphism precisely because /3 is an epimorphism, in other words, 
when cd, 6 < 2. Hence G is p-good. Cl 
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Corollary 2.3. If G is a one-relator group satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 2.1, 
then provided H’(G, Z/pZ) = 0, G isp-good. If H’(G, Z/pZ) f 0, then G isp-good if 
and only if cd, & = 2. 
Proof. If H*(G, Z/pZ) = 0, then H’(G, M) = 0 for A4 E Cs“’ because A4 has a 
composition series where each factor is Z/pZ. However we know G is pl-good and 
so H*(6, Z/pZ)2-,H2(G, Z/pZ) = 0 and so H’(&;, Z/pZ) = 0 and this implies 
cd, G d 1. Hence G is p-good because it is pr-good. If H2(G, Z/pZ) f 0, then it is 
straight-forward to show that H*(G, Z/pZ) = ZfpZ. Since cd, G = 2, 
H2(&,Z/pZ)#0 and since H*(G;, Z/pZ) embeds in H”(G, Z/pZ) we have 
H2(6’, Z/pZ) =r H’(G, Z/pZ). Hence Proposition 2.2 applies. 0 
We now consider G to be a pro-p group satisfying the following conditions: 
Conditions 2.4. (i) G is finitely presented. 
(ii) cd,G=2. 
(iii) The relators of G are finite words in the generators of G. 
(iv) The number of generators in the given presentation is minimal. 
Now let H be a discrete group with the same presentation as G. This is possible 
since the relators of G are finite words. Then it is well-known that G is the pro-p 
completion, Z?, of H. Suppose H is not a discrete duality group but that cd H = 2. 
Then H is a non-trivial free product of groups 
by the Stalling’s Structure Theorem ([2], p. 121). Moreover, ~=~lI_I~211~ . - LI&” 
by Theorem 1.6 and [lo, Corollary 1.4.1. By Grusko’s Theorem, the number of 
generators of each Hi is strictly less than the number of generators of H which, by 
Condition 2.4 (iv), is the minimal number of generators of G so we have that G is a 
non-trivial pro-p-free product as well; i.e. at least two of the groups fii are 
non-trivial. By Theorem 3.4 a pro-p-free product (which always exists) cannot be a 
profinite duality group (in p) unless it has at most p-cohomological dimension 1. 
Hence we have shown: 
Theorem 2.5. Let G be a pro-p group satisfying Conditions 2.4 (i)-(iv). If H is a 
discrete group with thesamepresentation as G, cd H = 2 and Gis a D;-group, then His 
a discrete duality group of dimension 2. Cl 
In the particular case where G is a one-relator group the condition cd H = 2 is 
automatically satisfied so Theorem 2.5 says that if G is a DE-group then H is a duality 
group. The author does not know if the converse is true but in the event that it is, a 
consequence would be a Stallings’ Structure Theorem for one-relator pro-p groups 
satisfying Conditions 2.4 (i)-(iv). 
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We now turn our attention to discrete duality groups. Let G be a discrete Poincare 
duality group, i.e. a discrete duality group whose dualizing module is isomorphic to 
2. If the G-action on 2 is trivial we call G orienfubfe and if it is non-trivial we call G 
non-orientable. Since every non-orientable Poincare duality group contains an 
orientable one of index 2 we may often restrict ourselves to proofs about orientable 
Poincare duality groups without loss of generality. 
Theorem 2.6. Let G be a discrete orientable Poincare’ duality group of dimension 
n which is V-good. Then 6, the pro-%’ completion of G, is a Dg-group for every 
POW. 
Proof. Since G is a duality group it is an FP-group [4]; as such, Hk(G, M) is finite for 
all k, for every finite G-module, M. Since G is V-good, H”(G, M) is finite for all k 
and all A4 E Cz”” and so G is an FL-group, 
Z/pZ=ZOoZ/pZ=H”(G,Z/pZ)=H”(G,Z/pZ) 
and so cd, G = n. Hence by Proposition 3.11, [9], it remains to show that 
Hk (G, Z/pZ[[ G]]) = 0 for k f n. Since G is an FP-group and 6 is an FL-group, both 
H*(G, -) and H*(G, -) commute with inverse limits of inverse systems of finite 
discrete G-modules. This is shown in Theorem 1.6, [9], for profinite FL-groups and a 
similar proof works for pro-V groups and discrete groups. Hence 
But G is an orjentable Poinca$ duality group and so HktG, Z/pZ[[G]]= 
%-k(G, Z/PZ~[[GII) and Hk(G, Z/pZ[[G]])=O for k # n if and only if 
Hi(G, Z/pZ[[G]]) = 0 for i # 0. However 
ZYi(G,Z/pZ[[G]])- lim .FLi(G,Z/pZ(G/U))= lim 
G7E ‘g c&Z&on 
fi(v, ZlpZ). 
Because G, and hence every subgroup of G of finite index, is an FP-group, 
Hi( U, Z/pZ) is finite for every i and U. Therefore 
Hom( !im 
COT 
&( r/q Z/PZ), Q/Z) -lim Hom(H,( U, Z/PZ), Q/Z) 
=s H’( U, Hom(Z/pZ, Q/Z)) 
2 lim H’( U, Z/pZ). - 
This latter term is zero when i # 0 precisely because G is %-good. The proof is 
complete. Cl 
Corollary 2.7. Let G be a discrete Poincare’ duality group of dimension n which is 
Y-good. Then G is a D,“-group for every prime p E ICI provided 2 E ]%‘I. 
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Proof. G has a subgroup U of index 2 which is an orientable Poincare duality group 
of dimension n. If G is V-good and 2 E ]%‘I, then U is %-good and so by the theorem, 
0 is a Dz-group for allp E IV]. Since ir * G’, G is also a Dz-group by Theorem 3.8 in 
r91. 0 
Finally we consider the case where G is a discrete orientable PoincarC duality 
group of dimension 2. All known such groups are subgroups of finite index in 
G = F(x, y) *tx,ylF(~, y) where F(x, y) is the free group on 2 generators. This group is 
V-good by Theorem 2.1 in [lo] and Theorem 1.9. Any orientable Poincare duality 
group V of finite index in G will also be %-good provided V contains a subgroup V’ 
such that V’4 G and G/ V’ E V. 
Proposition 2.8. Let G be a discrete orientable Poincare’duality group of dimension 2. 
The following are equivalent. 
(i) G is W-good. 
(ii) PaI # &for all p E ]%?I. 
(iii) G has a normal subgroup of index involving a power of p for arbitrarily high 
powers of p, for all p E [VI. 
(iv) G is not perfect. 
Proof. The equivalence of (ii), (iii) and (iv) is easy to establish. We show (i) 
equivalent to (ii). 
A group G of cohomological dimension 2 is %-good iff l&oIUEw H2( U, -) = 0 
when applied to members of C’s’@. In fact one needs only check that 
lim 
G/U.‘8 
H2(U, Z/pZ) = 0 for all p E /VI. 
Since G is an m-group, this is equivalent to limo _ .cor H2( U, Z/pZ) = 0 by the same 
argument as that used to complete Theorem 2.6. Since G is a PoincarC duality group 
~~H2(L!Z/pZ)=limH”(U,Z/pZ)=limHo(G,Z/pZ(G/LI)) 
= Z/pZ[[ G]IG = Z/pZ[[G]]“. 
In [8], Proposition 2.10 and Corollary 2.11 show that the pseudocompact algebra 
Z/pZ[[G]] has elements fixed under the action of G precisely when pm/ # G. Hence 
the proof is complete. 0 
In this section we establish a theory for amalgamated products of profinite duality 
groups analogous to that of amalgamated products of discrete duality groups as 
studied by Bieri and Eckmann, [3]. 
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We will always assume the existence of the amalgamated products of profinite 
groups which we use. As such, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for profinite amal- 
gamated products established by Gildenhuys and Ribes in [3], always exists. 
Theorem 3.1 [3]. 
G=GrLLGz of 
L, if A E Cc, the 
is exact: 
Assuming the existence of the pro-%’ amalgamated product 
two-% groups G1 and G2 over a common closed subgroup, 
category of discrete G-modules, then the following sequence 
~H”(G,A)-,H”(G1,A)OH”(G2.A)-,H”(L,A)-,... 
where the map H’(G, A)+ Hk(GI, A)@Hk(G2, A) is the pair (restriction, restric- 
tion) and the map Hk(GI,A)@Hk(G2, A)+ H”(L,A) is the pair (restriction, 
-restriction). El 
Corollary S.2. With the above assumptions, A E Cc, B E PC’;,“‘, the following sequen - 
ces are exact: 
(i) O+AG+AGIOAGZ ~AL-,H1(G,A)~H’(GI,A)OH*(G2,A) 
-,H’(L,A)+H*(G,A)-+** 
(ii) . ..~Hk(L.B)-*Hk(G1,B)OHk(G2.B)~Hk(G.B)’... 
. ..-.H,(G,B)-*Ho(L,B)-,H,(G1,B)OH,(Gz,B)~Ho(G,B)~O. 
An immediate consequence of these long exact sequences is the following: 
Proposition 3.3. Let G = G1LILG2. If G1 and G2 are FP,, (FL-) groups, then G is an 
FP,,- (FL-) group if and only ifL is an FP,,_l- (FL-) group. Furthermore, if G and L are 
FP,,- (FL-) groups, then so are G1 and G2. 
The proof follows from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence and the definition of 
FP,,-groups. 
Before proceeding with the discussion of the duality properties of pro-%’ amal- 
gamated products, we establish some conditions on the cohomological dimension of 
the subgroups Gi, G2 and L of GILILG2. 
Theorem 3.4. Let G = G1LIrG2 be the pro-%’ amalgamated product of pro-V groups 
G1, G2 and L. Suppose G is a D,“-group; then provided pcol(G: Gi), i= 1,2, 
cd,Lzn-1. 
Note. In the special case where % = {finite p-groups}, the condition p”l(G: Gi) is 
assured. 
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Proof. From the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for homology we have at dimension n, 
O+H,(L, C)+ffn(G~, C)OH,(Gz, C)+Hn(G, C)+H,-IW, 0 
and assuming cd,, L < n - 1 this shows 
K(Gi, C)OH,(Gz, C)=Hn(G, C). 
If C is the pseudocompact dualizing module for G, H,(G, C) = 2, ([9], condition 3.1 
(v)), and so we have that either H”(Gi, C) # 0 or H.(G2, C)#O. Assuming the 
former, then 
K(Gi, C)=K(G, C&,Z,[Wll) 
by Shapiro’s Lemma. The G-module C&ZJ[G]] is G-isomorphic to 
C&JWGI)II h w ere Z,[[(G/G1)]] is the pseudocompact Z,[[G]]-module on 
the Boolean space, (GIGi), of cosets of Gi in G [8, Definition 2.31 and the G-action 
on C&ZZ,[[(G/GI)]] is diagonal. Hence 
K(G, C&~ZpKGll,-HnG C6Z,W/G)11=~“W, z,[[(G/G)ll. 
This latter isomorphism occurs because G is a Di-group. By our hypothesis, 
pmj(G: G,) and so 
Z,[[(G/Gi)]lG = lim (Z/piZ(G/U))G =,GFU(Z/piZ(G/U))G’U 
i.G&TU 
= lim Z/p’Z; - 
i.G,cU 
and this inverse limit is 0 precisely when there exists U such that Gi c U E G and 
pi](G: U) for arbitrarily large j, i.e. when p”J(G: Gi), [8, Proposition 2.101. But this 
is a contradiction since we have assumed H,(Gi, C) # 0 and so cd, L 2 n - 1. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let G = GILILGZ. G1, G2 and L be FL-groups. If G1 and G2 are 
Di-groups and L is a Dl-’ -group, then G is a Di-group. 
Proof. It is clear from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence that cd, G = n and 
Hk(G, Z/pZ[[G]])=O for k f n and so by [9, Proposition 3.111, G is a Di- 
group. q 
Theorem 3.6. Let G = G111LG2, G1, G2 and L be FL-groups. If Gz is a D:-groupand 
GI and L are Di-‘-groups such that 
restriction:H”-‘(Gi,A)+H”-‘(L,A) 
is a monomorphism for all induced G1-modules, A E PC”,,, then G is a Di-group. 
Note. The condition that the restriction morphism is manic is fulfilled, for example, 
whenp\(G,:L). 
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Proof. Clearly, from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, cd, G = n, and 
Hk(G, Z/pZ[[G]]) = 0 for k <n - 1. In addition, Z/pZ[[G]] is an induced GI- 
module and so the exact sequence 
0 -+ H”-‘(G, Z/pZ[[Gll+ H”-?GI, Z/pZ[[Gll, + I-f”-‘CL, Z/pZ[[Gll) 
shows that H”-‘(G, Z/pZ[[G]l) is zero and so G is a Di-group by Proposition 3.11 
in [9]. 0 
Finally, we have 
Theorem 3.7. Let G = GILIIG2, G,, Gz and hence L be FL-groups and suppose 
G,, Gz and L are Di-groups. Then if cd, G = n, G is a Di-group. 
Proof. Follows directly from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence and Proposition 3.11 in 
PA. 0 
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